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Cape Chatter
‘Shedding’ some light on our local snakes
With the air temperature starting to tick up, now is the time for snakes to emerge from their winter
slumber. Our predominant local snake, the Lowland Copperhead, is starting to appear and there have
been several sightings, particularly around the wetlands where there is plenty of food for this spectacular looking species. They eat frogs, lizards and small mammals. At one of the favourite spots near a
habitat log at the viewing/seat area at the main central wetland complex, three snakes have been seen
recently within the log and also basking in the rock swale nearby. The copperhead is a dangerously venomous snake and its bite can be fatal to humans and dogs if provoked.
One of these snakes is in the process of shedding it’s skin (see pictures below) in a process known as
ecdysis. Ecdysis involves the shedding of a complete layer of skin in one piece, including from it’s
eye, and may be completed several times in a year. While a snake is in the process of shedding the skin
over its eye, the eye may become milky. This impairs the vision of the snake and may result in aggressive behaviour if provoked.

Clockwise from above left: A close-up of the snake shedding its skin and the milky eyes. The snake has a dull grey
colouring during this process, and lacks the brilliant black
and coppery colours normally seen after the skin is shed.
Based on the last few years observations, these snakes will
hang out here all through summer and are regularly seen
near the log and swales. So be wary as you walk past this
spot, especially if you have your dog on a long leash. There
is a sign advising of their presence.
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Great weather for ducks ...
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The cold blast and wet, windy weather certainly kept most of us
indoors over the past few days, but our feathered friends seem
quite at home in these conditions. I have noticed that our duck
numbers are down this year which I put down to much better
conditions in other parts of south east Australia where flooding
has refreshed dried up natural wetlands in the interior creating
ideal feeding and breeding conditions for these species. But, we
still have a few stragglers around using the newly constructed
wetlands around the estate.

Above and right: In the new western ponds in Stage 5, a pair
of Chestnut Teal were having a great time preening and splashing
in the middle of the pond. They haven’t taken long to check out
this new habitat and take up residency.

Above: Over at the small south east wetland near the dog park,
this Pacific Black Duck was doing a lot of quacking and tail flicking, indicating there is a nest somewhere nearby. The thick red
growth on the wetland is the fern like aquatic plant, Azolla. I am
still hearing the calls of the secretive Lewin’s Rail in this wetland.

Left: The Australasian Swamphen (aka Purple Swamphen) are certainly
ensconced within The Cape and are roaming far and wide to
graze among the wetlands and open grassy spaces. This particular
bird was having a great time in the large central wetland complex
munching on rushes and sedges on the edges of the wetland.
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Down by the seaside ...
It has been tough going for our feathered friends on the
coast, with strong winds and high tides playing havoc
with our local Hooded Plover breeding efforts. There are
no active nests or scrapes among the 6 ‘adopted’ Hoodie
sites in Cape Paterson. The Pea Creek pair are struggling
with suitable sites and unfavourable wind and tides; the
blowout pair are facing pressures from people entering
the blowout ‘boogie-boarding’ down the dune and of
course, off leash dogs running through the nesting site!
West of Wilson’s Rd there is little action and occasional
sightings of the birds.

Long distance visitor ...
At the Pea Creek site, there is a lone Red-necked Stint
feeding within the Hoodies territory—and the Hoodies
aren’t really happy about this and are continually chasing
it away. But, it keeps coming back. Normally seen in big
flocks, this tough little migrant wader has arrived all the
way from Arctic Siberia, a distance of around 12,500
kms. I have trouble getting my head around how such a
small, fragile looking bird, weighing about 30 grams, can
fly these vast distances. This bird was foraging actively
and was quite confiding and getting close to me as I sat
quietly photographing it. They arrive from their journey
extremely fatigued and require a lot of refuelling.

Above: Hoodie pair at Pea Creek, ‘Orange YW’ and partner, pictured
here on a sand mound built around piles of seaweed. A potential nesting location, all these mounds were wiped away in the past few days by
wind and high tides. So it is time to start scraping again!
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The signs are finally in ...
After a couple of months of territorial protection by our local Australian
Magpie, ‘Darcy’, it appears it is becoming a little safer to head outside to
the wetlands area without being swooped and the ‘swooping bird’ signs
have been brought back in! Mr & Mrs Darcy have had three offspring
this season and they are all doing well. Lots of learning by the young
ones and feeding by the parents at the moment. They have taken to
sitting on our steel mesh fence behind a boobialla bush, out of the wind,
but within close proximity to lots of worms in the garden and nearby
grassy areas.
Right: Darcy, on the fence, just after swooping me about a week ago!
Below: The three fledglings are now up and about, starting to sing and
chatter but still requirie some feeding from the parents.

The young birds have a wonderful, silvery sheen to their plumage with some grey smudging of the white areas. Over time, the
plumage will darken into the distinct black and white tones, but this process takes some time—over 2-3 years for a male and one
year for a female, so it is difficult to ascertain the sex of these birds at this stage of their life.
Footnote: Last years brood of two birds (2021) have disappeared from the territory as has the previous year’s (2020) offspring,
‘SOD’. I have not seen them since this seasons nesting season started a couple of months ago so I am guessing Darcy pushed them
out to find their own territories!
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Not surprising that there are some interesting birds of prey about at
the moment as it is the height of nesting season for many birds and
the young nestlings and fledglings are targets of these hunting species. Following on from the Grey Goshawk last week, we have had
sightings of Brown Falcon (left) and Australian Hobby (below) gliding
high over the estate in the past week.

You know spring is here when the invertebrates start to appear in
the garden. Prior to this cold snap in south east Australia, we were
starting to see the first Hoverfly and Damselfly gathering in the garden, along with a few butterflies. Looking forward to the warmer
weather returning to see what insects appear.

Damselflies and Hoverflies ...

Chillin’ at The Cape … dozy Kangaroos!
This male Eastern Grey Kangaroo was just hanging about among the capeweed right next to the footpath on
dusk at the southern end of Sunlight Boulevard. Just chillin’ out before the nights activity got underway!!
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The Cape Chatter blog is a periodic newsletter produced
by resident of The Cape, David Hartney. You can subscribe to receive it automatically by email by visiting
https://capechatter.com and signing up. The website also
contains all sorts of nature information and pictures of the
ecology, flora and fauna at The Cape.
All photos shown in Cape Chatter are taken by David
Hartney unless otherwise credited.
Feel free to contact David by email or through the website
to report any nature observations at The Cape.

Email: dwhartney@bigpond.com
The Cape is on the traditional land of the
Bunurong people
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